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The Pepper Institute on Aging and Public Policy serves as coordinator and facilitator for the multidisciplinary work in aging issues at Florida State University. The resources of the Institute are used to support individual or collaborative research projects as well as graduate training and other educational initiatives campus wide. Current research projects include work and retirement, pensions, inequality, long term care, assisted living, technology and aging, dementia and care-giving, education and achievement, well-being, life satisfaction, the impact of Alzheimer’s Disease on families and communities, intergenerational relations, Social Security and health and aging.

The Institute administers the Certificate in Aging Studies program to ensure that interested students have opportunities to earn the appropriate credentials to pursue professional work in the field of aging. The Institute also sponsors an extensive outreach program for mature adults. The Academy at FSU encourages elders to return to campus to continue to learn, while participating in research projects and intergenerational education at Florida State University.

From the Director

Dear Colleagues,

As I complete my fourth year as Director of the Pepper Institute on Aging, I can’t help but think how much I appreciate the research collaboration, intellectual sharing and camaraderie that occurs between the Institute’s Associates, Affiliates, graduate students, and staff throughout the year.

In the research arena, we have welcomed Jane Boyd-Olin (Hospitality) and Jean Munn (Social Work) as new Affiliates to the Institute. Jane Boyd-Olin investigates long-term care issues and Jean Munn examines end of life topics. We also worked with the Pepper Center to award two dissertation fellowships for research related to the field of aging and public policy. The recipients were Mine Misirlisoy (Psychology) and Mark Keightley (Economics).

In collaboration with the Pepper Center, the Pepper Institute sponsored a very successful symposium on Medicare. This event, which featured five well-known experts, has been shown on public television several times since the original event. Since this issue will have great impact on all Americans, the Pepper Institute was pleased to provide a leadership role in promoting discussion about proposed options for the future of the program.

The Certificate in Aging Studies program experienced another successful year with 18 Certificates awarded during the 2006-2007 academic year. The thriving Academy at FSU has topped over 220 members and continues to attract new participants every month. It has become perhaps one of the university’s best town/gown outreach programs.

It is with regret that we say goodbye to Katinka Dijkstra, (Psychology). She accepted an excellent position in the Netherlands. We will miss her and wish good luck in her new academic appointment.

With the Institute’s strong commitment to outstanding policy research, educational programs, and outreach, I look forward to next year’s continued success.

Best regards,

David A. Macpherson, Director and
Rod and Hope Brim Eminent Scholar in Economics
I

In 1980, about 60 percent of private sector workers with pension coverage had only a defined benefit plan. These pension plans provide a retirement benefit that depends on a worker’s earnings and the number of years with the firm. By 2004, about 60 percent of private pension covered workers had only a defined contribution plan. Here the contributions are made by the employer and employee and the returns on these funds determine the size of retirement benefit.

Over the past 15 years, defined contribution plans have shifted control of investment decisions to workers. Among employees with a defined contribution plan, the percentage who control at least some portion of the assets rose from 29 to 82 percent between 1990 and 2002.

Why would firms shift control of investment decisions to their workers? Researchers have suggested that new federal regulations, which clarified the firms’ position and showed how to avoid liability for losses resulting from participant control over assets, played an important role. Other factors include technological advances, reducing the administrative costs of managing accounts for each worker and the growth of mutual funds which provide a low-cost way for diversifying asset holdings.

Using data on all defined contribution pension plans with 100 or more participants, William Even and David Macpherson in a recent study address two broad questions relevant to the wisdom of participant direction in pension plans. First, what types of workers are most likely to be in a participant directed plan and what types of employers are most likely to offer such plans? Second, how does participant direction affect the allocation of assets and the risk/return performance of the pension?

The study shows that the trend toward participant direction has not been uniform across the working population. High income workers and more educated workers are more likely to have a participant directed plan. Also, participant direction is more likely in plans where employees make a larger share of contributions, though this conclusion could reflect reverse causation whereby employees contribute more to their pensions when given control over their own investments.

The assets in participant directed plans tend to be less risky. Specifically, participant directed plans have a smaller share of assets invested in the stock of the employer and a higher share of assets in other types of stock.

Despite concerns about the lack of financial sophistication among many employees, participant direction is found to have little impact on pension fund performance. Adjusting for risk, participant directed plans offer a similar rate of return to employer directed plans.

---

**Participant Direction in Pension Plans**

**The Economics of Aging**

Pepper Institute Director David Macpherson was appointed the Rod and Hope Brim Eminent Scholar Chair in Economics in December 2004. Professor Macpherson is considered to be one of the nation’s premier labor economists and does important work on issues of income security, wages and pension coverage. His research examines the factors that cause deviations from wage equalization.
A $73,248 grant from the New York Academy of Medicine is enabling the Florida State University College of Social Work to address the shortage of social workers for the elderly. The grant will allow the college to develop a community partnership and offer stipends to graduate students in social work for geriatric internships.

The Florida State University College of Social Work has received a three-year grant (2006-2009) from the New York Academy of Medicine to implement the Live Oak Geriatric Practicum Partnership Program (LOG PPP). Drs. Linda Vinton and Jim Hinterlong are the Co-Directors and Ms. Katrina Boone, Director of Field Education, oversees the field internships.

The National Institute on Aging has projected a severe shortage of geriatric social workers in the near future. With changes in the health care delivery system and an aging population, the demand for geriatric social workers is growing rapidly; yet, less than three percent of MSW students nationwide specialize in aging. The LOG PPP aims to address this shortage in north Florida by educating master’s level social workers to work with older adults and their families.

As one of only 25 universities selected nationally to implement this program, the College began awarding internships to graduate students in January 2007. The new geriatric field unit, in conjunction with community partners, offers a rotational internship model, stipends, expert supervision, a lecture series, and mentoring opportunities. During the first year, eight students will rotate through 16 internship sites, exposing them to the care continuum and varying functional levels of older clients.

Community partners include the AARP, American Home Patient, Alterra, Alzheimer’s Project of Tallahassee, Area Agency on Aging for North Florida, Clare Bridge, Elder Care Services, Office of Public Guardian, Pepper Institute on Aging and Public Policy, Tallahassee Memorial Neuroscience Center’s Memory Disorder Clinic, Tallahassee Senior Center, and Westminster Oaks.

“**We are committed to preparing our PPP students to become the next generation of leaders in geriatric social work practice.”**

Jim Hinterlong

As one of only 25 universities selected nationally to implement this program, the College began awarding internships to graduate students in January 2007. The new geriatric field unit, in conjunction with community partners, offers a rotational internship model, stipends, expert supervision, a lecture series, and mentoring opportunities. During the first year, eight students will rotate through 16 internship sites, exposing them to the care continuum and varying functional levels of older clients.

Community partners include the AARP, American Home Patient, Alterra, Alzheimer’s Project of Tallahassee, Area Agency on Aging for North Florida, Clare Bridge, Elder Care Services, Office of Public Guardian, Pepper Institute on Aging and Public Policy, Tallahassee Memorial Neuroscience Center’s Memory Disorder Clinic, Tallahassee Senior Center, and Westminster Oaks.

“**We are committed to preparing our PPP students to become the next generation of leaders in geriatric social work practice.”**

Jim Hinterlong

Jim Hinterlong is Assistant Professor at the Florida State University School of Social Work. He completed his MSW and Ph.D. in Social Work at Washington University in St. Louis. Dr. Hinterlong’s research centers around the impact of population aging on social policy formulation and community-based programs. His focus is on examining the prevalence, antecedent factors, and outcomes of productive and civic engagement by older adults, especially through volunteerism and service.

Linda Vinton earned her M.S.W. from Washington University and Ph.D. from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. In addition to teaching courses on social work practice, crisis intervention, case management, and aging services at Florida State University’s College of Social Work, she was a long-term care ombudsman. Her publications focus on elder abuse and elder domestic violence, case management, and social work in long-term care facilities.
On February 22nd, 2007 the Pepper Institute sponsored a symposium entitled Medicare: Taking Care of Your Future? The event was held at the Alumni Center on the campus of Florida State University, with FSU and local community guests in attendance. The event was covered by WFSU-TV as well as other local media.

Moderated by Chris Farrell, this symposium provided an opportunity for the public to hear different policies, possible solutions, and future directions for the Medicare system as presented by leading experts on this critical issue.

With 78 million baby boomers nearing retirement, the Medicare system is set to be overwhelmed by health care cost demands. As this aging population becomes eligible for Medicare, it will be difficult for the remaining workforce to continue to support the system as it is currently designed. Medicare and Medicaid spending as part of the overall federal budget went up from 1% in 1966 to a share of 19% in 2006. Experts pointed out that reform approaches will need to contain both short- and long-term measures in order to create a more sustainable system, such as higher cost transparency and accountability, as well as fostering more preventative care and wellness services.

Rather than just pointing out problems with Medicare, there appears to be a system-wide crisis with health spending rising by 30% between 2000 and 2005. One of the experts indicated that the U.S. health care system is the most expensive system worldwide which suffered from quality problems and low satisfaction rates. Enhancing the value of care, its affordability and accountability, coupled with better information for consumers, are some of the solutions that were suggested.

Event participants included:

Joseph R. Antos, Ph.D. is the Wilson H. Taylor Scholar in Health Care and Retirement Policy at the American Enterprise Institute. His research focuses on the economics of health policy, including Medicare reform, health insurance regulation, and the uninsured.

Kenneth Brummel-Smith, M.D. is Professor and Chair, Department of Geriatrics at Florida State University. Prior to coming to the FSU College of Medicine, Dr. Brummel-Smith served as the medical director to the PACE Elderplace program in Portland, Oregon.

Marilyn Moon, Ph.D. is Vice President and Director of the Health Program at the American Enterprise Institute. Her research focuses on the economics of health policy, including Medicare reform, health insurance regulation, and the uninsured.

Dean David Rasmussen speaks at the opening of the Medicare Symposium...

... while the panel listens attentively.
Highlights of 2006-2007

Institutes for Research. She is a nationally-known expert on Medicare and social insurance and has previously served as a Senior Fellow at the Urban Institute and as a public trustee for the Social Security and Medicare trust funds.

John Rother, J.D. is the Director of Policy and Strategy for the AARP, responsible for the federal and state public policies of the Association, for international initiatives, and for formulating AARP’s overall strategic direction. He is an authority on Medicare, managed care, long-term care, Social Security, pensions and the challenges facing the boomer generation.

David Walker is the nation’s chief accountability officer and head of the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO). GAO’s mission is to help improve the performance and assure the accountability of the federal government for the benefit of the American people.

Chris Farrell is economics correspondent at Marketplace and Marketplace Money, the nationally syndicated public radio personal finance program. In addition, he is contributing economics editor at BusinessWeek and regularly writes for both the print and online magazines.

Facts on Aging

The Pepper Institute continued the publication of its popular bi-monthly newsletter Facts on Aging. The brief flyer is designed as an educational, informative way to highlight important issues in the aging field, focusing on a different topic each issue.

Facts on Aging is distributed bi-monthly to selected FSU faculty, key local decision makers, and to various local community organizations that serve the elderly.

Topics covered so far include:
- Social Security
- Medicare Part D
- Transportation
- Saving for Retirement
- Obesity
- Housing
- Dementia
- Civic Engagement
- Family Caregiving
- Work & Retirement

Florida’s Aging Population Report

In early 2007 the Pepper Institute has published its third edition of Florida’s Aging Population: Critical Issues for Florida’s Future. This 80-page compilation of aging-related information was distributed to the Florida Legislature, to aging centers nationwide, and to organizations that serve the elderly.

This edition of the bi-annual report aimed to provide both a current snapshot of Florida and to look at projections for the future, focusing on issues such as demographics, long-term care, assisted living, housing, retirement funding and healthcare. In addition, the report also features a section on legislative decisions and initiatives – both state and federal – that have an impact on the aging population.
Claude and Mildred Pepper Dissertation Fellowship

As part of an ongoing collaboration, the Pepper Center funded two dissertation fellowships for the 2006-2007 academic year. The fellowship enables promising graduate students to receive a $15,000 stipend in order to pursue dissertation research in the fields of aging, income security and health policy. Here is the report from the two current dissertation fellowship recipients.

**Mine Misirlisoy**

**Suggestibility to False Memories in Older and Younger Adults: Contributing and Attenuating Factors**

Memory is believed to be a reconstructed phenomenon, and so it can often be strongly influenced by expectations, emotions, desired outcomes, or the suggested beliefs of others. False memories can be defined as memories that are distortions of actual events in the past.

There is a considerable amount of research showing that older adults are more susceptible to false memories than younger adults. Stress is a variable that usually accompanies the situations in which consequences of false memories are crucial, especially for older adults, such as court situations or phone scams. My dissertation investigates the effects of stress on suggestibility to false memories. I also introduce a manipulation that aims to decrease suggestibility to false memories by giving feedback immediately after a false memory is experienced.

My current results suggest that older adults gradually decrease their false memory levels when they receive immediate feedback after a false memory. Moreover, both younger and older adults show increased levels of suggestibility to false memories when they are under conditions of stress.

Investigating the situations in which older adults are more susceptible to false memories will increase awareness in the subject matter, and help reduce the instances that have negative consequences.

**Mark P. Keightley**

**Enrollment, Dropout, Time-to-Degree, and the Financing of Higher Education**

The tremendous increase in the college enrollment rate of recent high school graduates in America over the last 40 years – from 45.1% in 1960 to 66.7% in 2004 – is often offered as evidence of the effectiveness of government intervention in the higher education finance market. However, a closer examination of the enrollment, graduation, time-to-degree, and work behavior statistics paints a different picture. While enrollment has increased, so, too, has the proportion of students leaving college without any degree, the time students spend completing their degrees, and percent of full-time students working full-time while in school.

My dissertation uses a general equilibrium overlapping generations model to study how the type of college financing offered to students impacts enrollment, completion, and time-to-degree. While more generous aid packages may encourage enrollment, they may also be encouraging the least qualified student to attempt college thus leading to higher dropout rates and time-to-degree. My model will allow me to answer such questions as: Are low interest loans superior to tuition reductions? Are merit based grants better than increased loan limits? Overlapping generations models, while complex and computationally expensive, are increasingly becoming the preferred method for studying proposed policy changes. They have been used to study social security reform and tax reform.
The Certificate in Aging Studies provides an educational credential documenting the additional training and experience the student has received in the field of aging. The Certificate may be awarded at the graduate or the undergraduate level and is recorded on the official university transcript. Working professionals can earn the Certificate by enrolling in the university as special students.

Whether the area is health care, long-term care or adult day care; product design, medical research or nutrition; law education or real estate; recreation, finance or government service, our aging population will create both challenges and opportunities for students building careers in tomorrow’s labor market. The Pepper Institute administers and awards the Certificate on behalf of the Florida State University College of Social Science.

To earn the Certificate in Aging Studies, students must complete a total of twelve credits and satisfy requirements in both coursework and an internship working in the community with an agency serving older adults. During the 2006-2007 academic year students contributed 1,705 hours of community service to agencies serving the elderly. These services were provided in Tallahassee and the surrounding areas. A total of 56 students were enrolled in the Certificate Program during the 2006-2007 academic year. Students earning the Certificate in Aging Studies were from seven colleges and 14 departments throughout the university. Professionals already employed or seeking employment in the aging network also enrolled in the program and earned their Certificate as special students.

The aging of America creates both opportunities and challenges and has created many new jobs for professionals who bring special aging-related skills and knowledge to the market place. While gerontology is a multidisciplinary study of the processes of aging within the mental, physical and social aspects of life, geriatrics studies health and disease in later life as well as the care of older persons.

The “field of aging” encompasses a range of organizations, institutions, government agencies, corporations and individuals providing various services, education and research. Aging specialists have a role in:

- Direct service provision
- Program planning & evaluation
- Advocacy

Many aging specialists work in existing professional fields, where they specialize in various aspects of aging. These include, in addition to the classic fields:

- Counselors
- Educators
- Lawyers
- Architects
- Travel planners
- Public relations/media
- Financial planners
- Recreational therapists
- Social workers.

In addition, emerging professional fields include geriatric care managers, marketing specialists, trainers and entrepreneurs.

Source: Careers in Aging: Opportunities and Options, AGHE
Master’s in Aging Studies student Patrick Rhodes has been gathering real-life experience through his internship at FHCA.

The catastrophic 2004 and 2005 hurricane seasons redefined the way everyone thinks about disaster preparedness. The long-term care industry is no exception. Master’s in Aging Studies student Patrick Rhodes has worked closely with the Florida Health Care Association (FHCA) to develop disaster planning materials that will provide nursing homes and assisted living facilities more resources to care for their frail residents.

Rhodes was part of a team of FHCA staff that developed and published the first disaster planning manual in the nation that specifically addresses the unique needs of assisted living facilities. He is also involved with the ongoing work of developing and refining disaster planning materials that target the special circumstances of nursing homes and the special needs individuals they serve. In addition, he has assisted FHCA with research on the issue of evacuation transportation of the nursing home and assisted living populations. He also has contributed to a research project analyzing the disaster preparedness laws, regulations, and policies dictating emergency preparedness of the long-term care industry in eight coastal states. This research project was a cooperative effort between the University of South Florida, FHCA, and the Hartford Foundation.

The state of disaster preparedness in long-term care is precarious at best. As hurricanes Katrina and Rita proved, even the best plan is doomed to failure if outside forces interfere. The severity of the disasters coupled with contrary actions and differing priorities from state and federal authorities have rendered the effective activation of specific emergency responses nearly impossible.

Transportation is a good example. By law all facilities are required to have contracts ensuring emergency evacuation of facility residents. Yet the facilities are faced with several problems: 1) there are more facilities in a local area than transportation contractors to meet the needs; and 2) long-term care is not a high priority, so when vehicles are commandeered by local, state, and federal authorities, nursing homes and assisted living facilities are often left unable to fulfill their own plans, as happened during hurricane Katrina.

“From my review of the state laws, I found that the main problem was not the regulatory requirements for disaster plans, but rather that the magnitude of the emergency events was so great that all existing plans were insufficient,” said Rhodes. He adds that it’s unrealistic to think we can plan for and therefore mitigate all disaster situations – we simply cannot.
A New Approach to Internships

An internship is often the only chance for students to gain practical work experience within their field of study. As introduced on page 3, FSU’s Live Oak Geriatric Practicum Partnership Program (LOG PPP) offers graduate students in social work a new approach to geriatric internships.

Masha Belova is about to graduate with a MSW degree in the spring of 2007. In her last semester she is focusing on the required internship and is among the first MSW students to take part in the new LOG PPP.

“The program is really special because it provided me with two very different placements - usually students spend their entire time at one agency”, says Belova, who is currently an intern at both the Westminster Oaks nursing home and the Academy at FSU, the successful adult lifelong learning program at the Pepper Institute.

“I knew I wanted to work with adults or the elderly. Generally, social work studies focus more on child welfare, so I was happy about the diversity and hands-on opportunities these two internships have given me.”

Besides the diversity of multiple placements, the LOG PPP offers the advantage of better supervision. “I feel I get much more personalized attention from the faculty” Belova explains. She also praises the high level of involvement from directors Linda Vinton and Jim Hinterlong, who, for example, offered a seminar on end of life issues that she found very informative.

Students must take at least one class in aging to qualify for the internship and Belova wished she would have known about this program earlier and thus have been able to take more classes in preparation. “There are so many issues in the aging field – like the policy issues that I see here at the Pepper Institute – I would have liked to take different electives to be better prepared.”

All in all, Belova is very positive about her intern experience and has no regrets. “I am happy I am enrolled in the program, it is a very special experience and also very inspiring. Both Linda Vinton and Jim Hinterlong have an unusual amount of passion for their work. It is really special to work with people who care so deeply and want to truly make things better for the aging population.”

“The Academy shows you the productive side of aging, you encounter all these engaged, involved people… whereas my work at Westminster Oaks deals with the residents who are frail and sick; it’s a very big contrast.” Asked whether being confronted with the nursing home residents was a difficult experience, Belova responds that she didn’t find working with the elderly depressing. “Once you get to know and work with them you realize they’re just like everyone else.”

During her time at the Academy, Belova has interacted closely with the members and also had a chance to learn about how the program is organized and run. In addition, she is engaged in an oral history project together with the Academy’s writers group.
For the inquisitive mind, there is no retirement - simply more time to learn, discover, and grow. At Florida State University, opportunities for lifelong learning are provided by the Pepper Institute through The Academy at FSU, a membership program for mature adults. The heart of the program is the six-week academic session presented each fall and spring semester, offering a wide spectrum of courses. Deans, department chairs, faculty and members of the Academy all contribute by teaching classes.

In addition to academic classes, the program offers noon-time lectures, field trips, a cultural arts group, a book- and a writers club. Some of the many activities this year included a visit to Little St. George Island, FL; a guided tour of Pebble Hill Plantation in Thomasville, GA; and a trip to Alachua County to visit the Florida Museum of Natural History and enjoy a Broadway musical. Among the Noon Lectures Series guests were the Honorable Reubin Askew; Nancy Daniels, Public Defender of Second Judicial Circuit; Ion Sancho, Leon County Supervisor of Elections; and Mark O’Bryant, CEO of Tallahassee Memorial Hospital.

The Summer Workshop classes and the Endowment Campaign initiatives continue to prove successful. Members can now take up to four summer classes, each providing a chance to explore and learn new skills. The Endowment Campaign has grown in membership and in funds through the combined efforts of Academy members and the staff of the College of Social Sciences.

The Academy at FSU is dedicated to the continuing education of not only its members, but also the younger generation. This year, the Academy hosted two student interns: Tina Paulsen, who was participating in the Certificate in Aging program, and Social Work student Masha Belova, who took part in the Live Oak Geriatric Practicum Partnership Program. Both students are preparing for careers working with mature adults.

Recent research projects involving Academy members include a study on the activities of the Red Hat Society conducted by Professors Anne Barrett and Deana Rohlinger, and a study on stress intervention conducted under the supervision of Professors Katinka Dijkstra and Neil Charness.

Another exciting new research project was initiated this year by Master’s student, Patrick Rhodes. Through interviews with Academy members this project captures the oral histories of students from the
Florida State College of Women (and later FSU) between the years of 1935 and 1955. The Academy’s Writers Club will then create stories about that time period based on the interviews.

In the Fall 2006 term Academy members teamed up with the Department of Interior Design graduate students, led by Dr. Jill Pable, to help design the future “dream” Academy facility. Following the suggestions from Academy members, the students produced a detailed design of the building that accommodates all the Academy’s needs.

At the end of the Spring 2007 term, membership reached an all time high with 220 registered members. The Academy at FSU program was featured in two notable publications: The Tallahassee Magazine (January/February 2007) and Kiplinger’s Personal Finance Magazine (May 2007).

The Academy program is financed through membership dues with support from the Pepper Institute on Aging and Florida State University.

**Fall 2006 Classes**
- “Unshored, Harborless Immensities”: Melville’s Moby Dick • Dr. Bruce Bickley
- Natural Disasters - Geologic Hazards • Professor Clint Barineau
- Africa South of the Sahara: Colonialism and After • Dr. Heike Schmidt
- Florida’s Megatrends • Dr. Lance deHaven-Smith
- In the Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina: New Orleans Jazz and Its Heroes • Dr. Leon Anderson
- The Practice of Stillness: Exploring the Benefits of Meditation • Dr. Karen Brummel-Smith
- Ways of Dealing with the Criminal Offender: Philosophies, Issues and Techniques • Dr. Eugene Czajkoski

**Spring 2007 Classes**
- Genetic Ethics • Dr. Paul Elliott
- The Initiation Theme in Literature • Dr. John Simmons
- Myth of the Old South • Dr. Sally Hadden
- Music, the Mind, and Meditation in World Cultures • Dr. Benjamin Koen
- Ribbon of Dreams: The Art and Business of the Motion Picture Industry • Dr. Donald Ungurait
- The History and Practice of Ancient Astronomy • Dr. Dennis Duke

**Summer 2007 Workshops**
- Essentials of Wine Appreciation • Nils Mann & Tricia Ferrell
- Florida Trails and National Forests • Terry Tenold & Kent Wimmer
- Bird Watching • Jim Cox & Chris Bittle
- Natural Gardening • Donna Legare
Awards, Honors and Recognitions

Anne Barrett
Awarded tenure and promoted to Associate Professor of Sociology (effective Fall 2007).

Charles Barrilleaux
Named LeRoy Collins Professor, Political Science, Florida State University, 2006.

Michelle Bourgeois
Received the 2007 Barry Reisberg Award for Non-Pharmacologic Research, Theory and Clinical Practice for her work with “memory books” and Alzheimer’s patients.

Robert Brooks
Medical Student Section Mentor Award, Florida Medical Association, 2006.


Kenneth Brummel-Smith
Dennis W. Jahnigen Memorial Award for outstanding contributions to geriatric education, American Geriatrics Society, Chicago, IL, 2006

Neil Charness
Named William G. Chase Professor of Psychology, Florida State University

Gary Fournier
Courtesy Professor of Law, FSU School of Law

Gerald Ferris
Graduate Faculty Mentor Award, Florida State University, 2006.

Leonard LaPointe
Junior Scholar Award for the Inequalities in Health and Well-Being Over the Life Course Symposium, Ohio State University, 2006.

Jill Quadagno
Elected to Board of Directors, National Academy of Social Insurance, 2007-present.


Deana Rohlinger
J. Michael Armer Faculty Teacher Award, 2005-2006, Department of Sociology, Florida State University.
Awarded Contracts and Grants

Barrett, Anne
“Health and the Self: Examining the Influence of Chronic Illness on Dimensions of the Self.” Funded by the Committee on Faculty Research Support, Florida State University ($12,000), Summer 2006.


Bokhari, Farasat

Bourgeois, Michelle
Irvine (PI) and Bourgeois (Co-PI), Interactive training for staff who care for psychiatric residents, NINR, $249,928. 2006-07.

Irvine (PI), Bourgeois (Co-Investigator), Staff training to manage aggressive resident behavior, NIA; $239,242. 2005-06.

Brooks, Robert

Brummel-Smith, Kenneth
Co-PI, Donald W. Reynolds Foundation, Strengthening Geriatrics Education Focusing on Clinical Behaviors, 5% FTE, $2,000,000. 2006.

Charness, Neil
National Institutes of Health/National Institute on Aging, Continuation of 1 PO1 AG17211, Co-Principal Investigator, Project CREATE II (Center for Research and Education on Aging and Technology Enhancement). PI is Sara Czaja, University of Miami. (~$657,000). 2004-2009.

Florida Department of Transportation, Intersection and Pedestrian Safety Research. $328,000 total costs. 2007-2008.

Hinterlong, James


Lloyd, Donald
Co-investigator, National Institute Drug Abuse grant 1 R01 DA017693, “Ethnic Contrasts in Mental Health and Substance Problems” with R. Jay Turner, PI. 9/05 - 2/08, total direct award $575,859.

Macpherson, David
Florida Legislature (through University of Florida), “Analysis of Save Our Homes Amendment”, co-principal investigator, with Dean Gatzlaff. 11/06-9/07, $223,320.


Miles, Rebecca
Co-Investigator. “Empowering residents to increase their level of physical activity for transportation and health”, under the Community Outreach Partnership Centers Program (COPC) grant (2003-2006) awarded to co-PI’s Charles Connerly and Harrison Higgins, $109,591 of total $399,969.

Nilsson, Carol
NIH: “Structural Mapping of Protein Complexes
Awarded Contracts and Grants continued


Panton, Lynn
Housing and Urban Development (HUD). Connecting infrastructure to health care through physical activity. Rebecca Miles, Ph.D. (PI), Lynn Panton, Co-Investigator (10% time). Total award and cost sharing with Florida State University: $219,182. 1/04-12/06.

Health Resources and Services Administration. Live Oak Geriatric Education Center Consortium. Co-Investigator (5% time), PIs are Alice Pomidor, M.D., Kenneth Brummel-Smith, M.D. $2,000,000 ($400,000/year), 08/05-08/09.

Pomidor, Alice
Brummel-Smith (Project Director), Pomidor (Associate Project Director), Jacobi (Assistant Project Director). Geriatrics Education Center Consortium Award, HRSA Grant Award No. D31HP05195-01-00, $2,000,000. 2005-2010.

Reynolds, John
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